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Introduction
The role of annotations in digital humanities is well known and documented (Agosti et al., 2004,
2007) (Bélanger, 2010). Subsequently, many different tools which allow for the annotation of digital
humanities content have been developed. Unfortunately, tools designed specifically for an individual
portal are typically only compatible with that system. More general solutions, which can be easily
distributed across various sites, have been developed, but these systems often have limited
functionality (only annotating a single content type, no sharing features etc.) (Okfn) (TILE, 2011).
FAST-CAT (Flexible Annotation Semantic Tool - Content Annotation Tool) is a generic annotation
system that directly addresses this challenge by providing a convenient and powerful means of
annotating digital content. This paper introduces FAST, the backend service providing powerful
annotation functionalities, and CAT, the frontend Web annotation tool, and discusses how its
features are tackling important challenges within the Digital Humanities field.
Features of FAST
The FAST annotation service adopts and implements the formal model for annotations proposed by
(Agosti and Ferro, 2008). According to this model, an annotation is a compound multimedia object
which is constituted by different signs of annotation. Each sign materializes part of the annotation
itself; for example, a textual sign would contain the textual content of the annotation, an image sign
would contain images, etc. Each sign is characterized by one or more meanings of annotation, which
specify the semantics of the sign, e.g. a sign whose meaning corresponds to the “title” field in the
Dublin Core (DC) metadata schema or a sign carrying a question from the author whose meaning
may be “question” or similar.
The flexibility inherent in the annotation model allows us to create a connective structure, which is
superimposed to the underlying documents managed by digital libraries. This can span and cross the
boundaries of different digital libraries and the Web, allowing the users to create new paths and
connections among resources at a global scale.
FAST defines three different scopes which determine the visibility of an annotation – private, public
and group. With FAST-CAT, the scope of an annotation is set to private by default, meaning that only
the person who created the annotation can see it. These annotations may serve as reminders or
notes within the document for the user, akin to writing in the margin of a page. The user can choose
to make an annotation public, allowing other users to read their comments on a document. This has
numerous applications for users of all levels of expertise. For instance, experienced users may
choose to create public notes and annotations which can expand on the text of the document,
helping less experienced users to comprehend the content. Less experienced users may indicate
parts of the document which they would like to be explained further. Group annotations are not yet
supported by CAT, but will be added in a later version. This scope will allow users to provide viewing
and editing permissions on an annotation to specific users. This means that a team of people
working towards a similar goal could communicate directly through the medium of annotation. In
this way, it can be seen that FAST-CAT can play a crucial role in collaboration.

Features of CAT
CAT is a web annotation tool developed with the goal of being able to annotate multiple forms of
document content and assist in collaboration in the field of digital humanities. At present, CAT
allows for the annotation of both text and images. The current granularity for annotation of text is at
the level of the letter. For image annotations, the granularity is at the level of the pixel. This allows
for extremely precise document annotation, which is very relevant to the Digital Humanities domain
due to the variety of different assets that prevail.
There are two types of annotation which may be created using CAT; a targeted annotation and a
note. A targeted annotation is a comment which is associated with a specific part of the document.
This may be a paragraph, a picture or an individual word, but the defining feature is that the text is
directly associated with a specific entity. Conversely, a note is simply attached to the document. It is
not associated with a specific item therein. Typically, this serves as a general comment or remark
about the document as a whole.
Further to allowing a user to comment on document text, the annotations created using CAT allow a
user to link their annotations to other, external sources. Hence CAT can be used to construct a
narrative through a number of documents. This is hugely beneficial for teachers using digital cultural
collections and for students from primary to university level. For example, using these links a teacher
can construct a predetermined path for their students to follow through a series of sites relevant to
their chosen topic. Importantly, each link has comment text associated with it, allowing an educator
to explain why this specific link is important or what the student should seek to gain from following
this particular path.
While CAT is beneficial for researchers and educators, it is also being used as an important source of
user data for the content provider. Websites such as Amazon and YouTube are able to provide
increasingly accurate recommendations for their individual users. These recommendations are
facilitated by a user model which is driven by a combination of ratings, recently viewed items and
numerous other factors. For a digital humanities site, annotations provide an insight into which
entities are of interest to a user. If a user is frequently annotating a document, it is likely that this
document is of interest to them. Furthermore, if the text being annotated is analysed, it may be
possible to discern specific items of interest within the document. A digital humanities site which can
determine what a user is attempting to study, then anticipate and recommend sources that may be
of use to them in the future is profoundly useful. If well implemented, curators of digital humanities
portals will see a dramatic improvement in the effectiveness with which researchers interact with
their domain.
FAST-CAT and CULTURA
At present, FAST-CAT is being developed as part of the CULTURA project (C.Hampson, et al., 2012)
(C.Hampson, et al., 2012). A key aspect of CULTURA is the production of an online environment that
empowers users, of various levels of expertise, to investigate, comprehend and contribute to digital
cultural collections. FAST-CAT is a key component of this environment and is currently being trialled
with the help of three different user groups.

A team of MPhil students and professional researchers will use the tool as part of their teaching,
collaboration and research into the 1641 depositions. These users will be testing FAST-CAT in a free
form manner. How they choose to annotate and what content they label is entirely determined by
their own needs. The 1641 depositions are text only content, so these students will serve only to
evaluate the text annotation aspect of the tool.
Providing an alternative insight is a group of secondary school students from Lancaster whose
teacher will use the annotations to guide them through a lesson. These students will also be working
with the 1641 depositions.
Masters students in Padua will test the image annotation functionality of FAST-CAT as part of their
research into the IPSA collections of illuminated manuscripts
. Similarly to the MPhil students,
their approach to annotating documents will be determined by their own research methodology.
The various features offered by FAST-CAT and its user interface will be evaluated in detail and
comparisons will be drawn between the manner in which different user groups availed of
annotations depending on their level of expertise and document content. Furthermore, FAST-CAT
will also help to drive CULTURA’s comprehensive user model by providing the site with updates on
the user’s behaviour regarding document annotation.
Future Work
Much of the further enhancement of FAST-CAT will be based on the feedback given by the user
groups mentioned in the previous section. However there are already plans to expand and improve
the system for future versions.
The difficulty with identifying the exact location of annotated text within the document to letter
granularity means that at present, FAST-CAT is only cross compatible with a subset of browsers,
namely Google Chrome, Internet Explorer 9 and Mozilla Firefox. It is expected that as development
continues and its path finding algorithm is improved, the number browsers capable of sharing
annotations will increase dramatically. With these improvements, it may also be possible to expand
the range of annotatable content types into the domain of more dynamic entities such as scaled
vector diagrams.
FAST-CAT is a Drupal 7 module which means that, at present, it is only available for the annotation of
websites which are built using the Drupal content management system. However, the majority of
the functionality resides in the client side code with the Drupal module acting as a relay between
CAT and FAST. Therefore an important part of future development will be to design and implement a
more agnostic server side script which will allow FAST-CAT to be deployed on any website.
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